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Verified. NutraSource I-Gen, a testing lab, is
another alternative with fewer documentation ADAPTED FROM: CHOBPATTANA, W. ET AL. J. AGRIC FOOD CHEM. 48 3885-3889 (2000)
requirements. NSF True North was created in
Aldehydes will chemically react with proteins to form irreversible bonds called Schiff bases.
collaboration with Whole Foods. Available to In this diagram, benzaldehyde (cherry flavor component) reacts with aspartame, a protein
dipeptide. The reaction degrades at 8% per month, resulting in complete loss of cherry flavor and
other companies, its advantage is ease of certi- sweetness after a year. Neotame can block this reaction.
fication if already organic.
Some companies do not follow a certification route and use
types often associated with soy protein, or by causing astringency,
their own logos. This is acceptable, as long as it meets FDA’s
which falls into the category of chemesthesis, producing a chemical
definition of what is truthful and not misleading. Some retailers
sensation. Proteins may also change the flavor profile through flarequire third-party certification.
vor interactions, flavor binding or flavor release, McGorrin noted.
Nevertheless, USDA guidance is coming. “You don’t want to go
The type of protein can pose a challenge. “Soy, whey, casein, pea,
down the path of a third-party certification that may be inconrice, depending on how they are heated—high temperature-short
sistent,” she cautioned. “Some companies, like Whole Foods, are
time or ultra-high temperature—can bring in notes we describe as
pausing until the rule is clear. They still want third-party verifiburnt, caramelized, nutty, beany, sulfuric or bitter. Amino acids also
cation, but ingredient statements might be affected by the rule.”
provide their own bitterness and metallic off-flavors,” said McGorrin.
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“Non-GMO Transparency: Understanding Your Options,” Nancy
Knight, Director of Quality and Regulatory Compliance, Orgain, Inc.

Complications of Formulating
Flavors with Protein
NO FOOD INGREDIENT may be more influential than flavors.
“We make selections about taste and preference of food based on these
small sets of molecules that are barely perceptible and measurable,”
said Robert McGorrin, Ph.D., CFS, Department Head and Jacobs-Root
Professor, Food Science & Technology, Oregon State University, in his
presentation “Protein + Flavor = A Formulation Challenge.”
Creating the right balance of flavors is especially demanding when
developing high-protein foods. The addition of protein may alter
the flavor by either adding off-flavor notes, such as beany or bitter
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Because proteins are good at binding and absorbing flavor, any
sensory evaluation done on a new formulation should be delayed
for at least a week to give the flavor a chance to equilibrate. It is
important to “bucketload” the formulation with flavor at perhaps
four to 10 times the initial quantity needed to basically titrate the
active sites on the proteins until that equilibrium point is reached,
cost permitting, noted McGorrin. “You have to compensate for flavor loss.” Flavor in clear beverages may be affected by incorporating
hydrolyzed protein. These systems require less flavor, because less
binding occurs with these proteins, but McGorrin cautioned that
more off-flavor defects may be present.
Factors, such as pH, can also influence the protein’s contribution to flavor. Beverages at a pH of 3.5 can accentuate more
off-flavor defects (e.g., bitterness, astringency, chalkiness). The
optimum pH to avoid a gritty texture or astringent taste is pH
6-7. However, “pH 3.5 is best with citrus beverages to make
orange and lemon flavors pop,” explained McGorrin.
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